We evaluate the fundamental performance of a fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG) design that is enhanced by the injection of quantum-optical squeezed vacuum. In the presence of fiber loss, we compute the maximum attainable enhancement over a classical, laser-driven FOG in terms of the rotation estimator variance from a homodyne measurement. We find that currently realizable amounts of single-mode squeezing are sufficient to access the maximum quantitative improvement, but that this gain in rotation sensitivity is limited to a marginal constant factor. We then propose an entanglement-enhanced FOG design that segments a fixed amount of available fiber into multiple fiber interferometers and feeds this sensor array with multi-mode-entangled squeezed vacuum. Our design raises the maximum improvement in sensitivity to an appreciable factor of e ≈ 2.718.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum-enhanced sensing [1] [2] [3] is a rapidly growing field and one of the near-future tangible quantum technologies. In the domain of optical sensing, quantum-enhanced systems utilize nonclassical states of light and/or nonclassical optical detection schemes to improve the quantifiable performance of various sensing tasks. Among these nonclassical optical effects, squeezing and entanglement are two key backbones that are known to produce major performance enhancements in many emerging optical sensing and imaging applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Quadrature-squeezed light is a well-established nonclassical resource dating to pioneering works of Caves, Shapiro, Yuen and others [12] [13] [14] [15] . Squeezing refers to a controllable phenomenon where quantum uncertainty is allocated asymmetrically between two noncommuting observables (e.g., the orthogonal quadratures of the complex field amplitude for an optical mode) while obeying the fundamental uncertainty relationship that lower bounds the product of their variances [16, 17] . Squeezed vacuum (SV) can be generated using spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC), and experimental squeezing capability is steadily improving: vacuum with quantum noise reduction of 10-15 dB in a given quadrature has been achieved in recent years [18, 19] . Quadrature squeezing is now routinely utilized in physical experiments relating to quantum information and sensing, most notably in the famous Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) [4, 5] .
On the other hand, quantum entanglement, i.e., correlations that are stronger than and cannot be described by classical probability theory, is still being explored for enhancement of optical sensing systems. Recent theoretical and experimental works have established that entanglement can enable superior precision for quantitative sensing tasks including target detection [6, 7] , positioning [8] , digital memory readout [9, 10] , and magnetometry [11] .
More recently, entanglement has been shown to give an advantage in measuring global features of a signal using a sensor network, a topic termed "distributed quantum sensing" [20] [21] [22] . One such idea is a continuous-variable (CV) distributed quantum sensing protocol [20, 23] that generates a multi-mode entangled optical probe by splitting single-mode squeezed vacuum using a passive beamsplitter network. CV distributed quantum sensing, which has been experimentally validated [24, 25] , is especially attractive from the experimental standpoint due to robustness against optical losses. The core idea in Ref. [20] has led to applications such as optical beam-displacement tracking [26] and quantum-enhanced machine learning for optical-sensor-based signal classification [27] and has potential for other sensing contexts.
The fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG) is a high precision, compact solution for precision navigation in GPS-denied environments, ultraprecise platform stabilization, and other inertial sensing applications [29] . FOGs leverage the Sagnac principle [28] , i.e., that light traveling along one branch of a rotating interferometer will undergo a detectable phase shift with respect to the light in the other branch. Like all fiber-based sensors, optical loss is a significant factor in FOG performance. Recent developments include hollow core fiber coils [31] , integrated optical sources and homodyne detectors, and laser-driven FOGs that bypass the conventional requirement for temporally incoherent sources [32, 33] . In addition, quantum-enhancement has recently been considered to boost rotation sensitivity [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , and preliminary experimental works on quantum-enhanced FOGs have demonstrated improvements via injection of squeezed vacuum [35] and entangled NOON states [39] .
In this paper, we first establish the fundamental sensitivity achievable by the squeezing-enhanced FOG design proposed in Ref. [35] , for which single-mode SV is injected to boost sensitivity. Our quantifying figure of merit for sensitivity is the estimator variance from sensing a small rotation. Then, inspired by recent theoretical work on distributed quantum sensing [20] [21] [22] , we propose and analyze the fundamental performance of a novel CV entanglement-enhanced FOG design that uses a stacked array of multiple identical interferometers, where one part of an entangled optical state is distributed to each.
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The main results of our investigation are the following:
• Squeezing-Enhanced FOG-In Sec. II we analyze a classical FOG (termed Design C ), i.e., a fiber Sagnac interferometer read by a laser, as a baseline sensor design (Fig. 2 ). In Sec. III, we calculate the rotation sensitivity achievable with the squeezingenhanced FOG (Design S ) reported in Ref. [35] . Ignoring losses, Design S achieves a Heisenberglimited scaling advantage in sensitivity [1] [2] [3] ; with fiber loss, the quantum advantage falls to a constant factor that depends on the amount of squeezing. Optimizing Design S over fiber length, we find that squeezing beyond 10-15 dB yields diminishing returns in sensitivity ( Fig. 3 ), so currently existing technology could access the quantum advantage. However, we show in Sec. V that Design S provides at best a small improvement factor of 1.196 over Design C, capping its practical potential.
• CV Entanglement-Enhanced FOG-In Sec. IV, we propose a CV entanglement-enhanced FOG (Design E ), in which single-mode SV is split into an M -mode entangled state and injected into M parallel fiber interferometers ( Fig. 4 ). We compare its sensitivity to that of a product-state squeezingenhanced FOG (Design P ), which is equivalent to M parallel copies of Design S each with an independent squeezer, and a baseline distributed classical FOG (Design D), which is M independent copies of Design C. Assuming a constant dB/km of fiber loss, we evaluate these designs in two contexts: 6 ). Unlike with unconstrained fiber length, Design E attains a notable sensitivity improvement over Design D that is independent of both the fiber loss (dB/km) and the total fiber length. We find in Sec. V a maximum improvement factor of e ≈ 2.718 in the limit of infinite squeezing ( Fig. 8 ). Most of this benefit is attainable with 10-15 dB of squeezing, so our Design E could provide an appreciable realworld sensitivity enhancement in the near future.
II. CLASSICAL FOG

A. Sagnac Interferometry
A Sagnac interferometer measures angular velocity via the optical path delay induced in counter-propagating paths around a rotating loop ( Fig. 1 ). For a laser-driven FOG, the resulting relative phase shift is given by [42] 
where ω is the optical center frequency of the laser, m is the number of fiber loops in the coil, A is the directed area of a single fiber loop, Ω = Ω n is the directed angular velocity of rotation with magnitude Ω ∈ R and unitnorm direction vector n, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. If L is the fiber length of a circular coil and r is its radius, then the integer number of fiber loops in the coil m = L/(2πr) linearly scales the total effective area of the gyroscope. "The indices of refraction of the core and the cladding, the phase or group velocities, the dispersion of the medium or of the waveguide have no influence" on the non-reciprocal phase delay accumulated by the counter-propagating beams [42] . Eq. 1 is valid to first order in rΩ/c, corresponding to the standard regime of slow rotations compared with the speed of light [28] .
In optical fiber-based technologies, a key source of optical loss is the transmission loss accumulated over the length of the fiber due to scattering from imperfections and/or evanescent coupling. We use η to denote the effective transmissivity of each branch around the Sagnac interferometer. For a FOG with a fiber length of L km, this transmissivity is given by η = 10 −bL/10 , where b is a wavelength-dependent fiber loss coefficient with a typical value of b ≈ 0.5 dB loss per km at 1550 nm. . Input and output mode pairs, identified by field operatorsâin,bin,âout andbout, are spatially co-located at the external ports of the coupling beamsplitter. Adapted from [29] . Inset: Mach-Zehnder interferometer with conjugate phases ±φ. The input and output modes can be conceptually mapped to those of the FOG.
B. Conjugate Phase Sensing with Quantum Optics
A Sagnac interferometer can be conceptually equated to a phase conjugate Mach-Zehnder interferometer ( Fig.  1 inset) where ±φ ≡ ±∆φ/2 are the conjugate phases accumulated on the two optical paths due to the physical rotation of the sensor. In a FOG setup, the two input ports and the two output ports of the conceptual Mach-Zehnder are spatially overlapped on a single beamsplitter ( Fig. 1 ) and can be separated using a Faraday rotator, for example [35] . In quantum terminology, we define (â in ,â out ) and (b in ,b out ) as pairs of quantum field (annihilation) operators of spatially overlapping optical modes with opposite propagation directions ( Fig. 1) .
A homodyne measurement can be used to estimate the conjugate phase φ and subsequently the angular velocity Ω = 2φ/T , where T = 4ωL( A · n)/(2πrc 2 ). In Appendix A we derive the measurement statistics obtained by a quantum-noise-limited homodyne measurement performed along the imaginary quadrature of modeb out . Lettingb out designate the output random variable from such a homodyne measurement, the mean ofb out is
and its variance is
For a given FOG modality(Design X), we will identify an unbiased estimatorΩ X with a mean equal to the true value of the parameter of interest Ω. The estimator variance will depend on b out and ∆b 2 out , where the expectation values of the corresponding quantum field operators are taken over the quantum states |ψ a and |ψ b of the optical modes at the two input ports.
C. Classical FOG Sensitivity
In a conventional laser-driven FOG setup (Design C), the conceptual input modeâ in is fed with a laser, while modeb in is physically overlapped by the output modeb out and has no input ( Fig. 2A ). The joint input across the two ports can be modeled using the twomode quantum state |ψ a |ψ b = |α |0 , a tensor product between a coherent state with mean photon number N v ≡ ψ a |â † inâ in |ψ a = α 2 and a vacuum state (α ∈ R without loss of generality). In the small rotation regime (φ 1), the homodyne measurement statistics become
Notice that the mean is scaled by √ η while the variance arises from quantum noise and does not depend on loss.
Thus,Ω C = 2b out /(T √ ηα) is an unbiased estimator of the unknown parameter Ω. The sensitivity to rotation is quantified by the estimator variance:
This estimator variance scales inversely with the total probe energy N = N v , an example of the so-called standard quantum limit (SQL) that sets the best possible scaling with input energy for the variance of any measurement using purely classical probes and detectors. In terms of the fiber properties, the estimator variance is
where we define V = L/T = πrc 2 / 2ω( A · n) to clarify the dependence of sensitivity on fiber length.
A. B.
1550 nm 1550 nm SV Figure 2 . A. Classical FOG (Design C) with coherent state in theâin mode and vacuum in thebin mode followed by homodyne detection of thebout mode. B. Squeezing-enhanced FOG (Design S) with single-mode squeezed vacuum (SV) injected at modebin. Thebout mode is coupled to the homodyne detector using a Faraday rotator [35] . The local oscillators used for homodyning are not shown.
III. SQUEEZING-ENHANCED FOG
In this section, we compare the rotation sensitivity attained by classical and squeezing-enhanced FOGs as a function of input energy. The squeezing-enhanced FOG utilizes single-mode SV, for which squeezing is typically quantified in units of dB of quantum noise reduction in the squeezed observable with respect to vacuum. Denoting the "dB of squeezing" by σ, the mean photon number of an ideal single-mode, quadrature-squeezed vacuum state is N s = sinh 2 (σ ln(10)/20).
A. Squeezing-Enhanced FOG Sensitivity
Our setup for a squeezing-enhanced FOG (Design S) is shown in Fig. 2B , which is functionally equivalent to the design demonstrated in Ref. [35] . The vacuum input of Design C is replaced by vacuum squeezed along its imaginary quadrature, i.e. |ψ b = |0; µ, −ν , where the parameters µ, ν ∈ R obey µ 2 − ν 2 = 1 and the mean photon number of the SV is N s ≡ ψ b |b † inb in |ψ b = ν 2 [15] . Considering the same ideal homodyne measurement as in Design C in the presence of loss and in the φ 1 regime,
If the total input mean photon number N = N v +N s is constrained, the probe energy can be allocated between the laser and the SV to minimize the estimator variance. After some algebra, this minimum variance is found to be
where z = 1 + 4η(1 − η)N , and the corresponding SV mean photon number is N s,opt = 2η 2 N 2 / 1+z +2ηN (2− η + z) . In the absence of loss, i.e. η = 1, the minimized estimator variance becomes lim η→1 { ∆Ω 2 S | Ns=Ns,opt } = 1/ T 2 N (N + 1) . This inverse quadratic scaling with input energy, known as the Heisenberg limit (e.g., ∆Ω 2 S ∝ 1/N 2 ), is a unique advantage of quantum sensing and is the best scaling allowed by physics for any sensing task [1] [2] [3] . Fig. 3A shows the difference in scaling with input energy between the classical and squeezing-enhanced FOG if loss is ignored. However, in the realistic case where η < 1, Heisenberg scaling is lost; for high input energy, the minimized estimator variance limits to
In this case, SQL scaling with probe energy is retained for Design S (i.e., ∆Ω 2 S ∝ ∆Ω 2 C ∝ 1/N ), yielding a constant factor improvement over Design C (Fig. 3A) .
A more appropriate approach to the optimization of Design S is to independently constrain N v , the mean photon number from the laser, and N s , the mean photon number of the injected SV. This distinction accounts for the fact that in practice squeezed light is more challenging or energy inefficient to produce than classical laser light, such that energy in a squeezed vacuum state is regarded as more "expensive" than energy in a coherent state. A full analysis constraining the total "wallplug" power required to pump the SPDC and the laser would be insightful but is not included here.
A.
B. For a lossless (η = 1) squeezing-enhanced FOG in the high squeezing regime (N s 1, or σ 7.66 dB), the rotation estimator variance (Eq. 8) scales inversely with the product of the mean photon numbers from the two optical inputs (i.e., ∆Ω 2 S ∝ 1/N v N s ), an alternative formulation of the Heisenberg limit. As before, optical loss restores SQL scaling (i.e., ∆Ω 2 S ∝ ∆Ω 2 C ∝ 1/N v ). In this case, squeezing-enhancement offers a constant factor improvement to sensitivity for a given N s that we quantify using the sensitivity ratio R S = ∆Ω 2 S / ∆Ω 2 C , where a smaller ratio means a greater improvement in quantum-enhanced performance over the classical baseline. The best achievable constant factor improvement for a given transmissivity η occurs with infinite squeezing and is easily calculated to be lim Ns→∞ {R S } = 1 − η.
B. Squeezing-Enhanced FOG Sensitivity with
Optimized Fiber Length
In Fig. 3B , we plot the estimator variances for Designs C and S to compare their performance as a function of fiber length. Applying the fiber loss model, the estimator variance for Design S (Eq. 8) becomes
The relative performance gap can apparently be widened simply by cutting the total fiber length to suppress loss.
However, this lowers the effective area of the interferometer (Eq. 1), reducing absolute sensitivity to rotation. Due to this balance, it is possible to find an optimal fiber length that minimizes the estimator variances for Designs C and S when there is no prior constraint on L.
FOGs are often designed with shorter total fiber length than the optimal value in order to boost the dynamic range in Ω and reduce the size and weight of the device [29] . Still, the optimal fiber length will yield the best possible sensitivity to small rotations, a desirable feature of a quantum-enhanced FOG.
To minimize the estimator variance for Design C (Eq. 6), we solve ∂ ∆Ω 2 C /∂L = 0 and find the solution
which is the fiber length known to optimize the signal-tonoise ratio of a classical FOG given a dB/km loss specification of b [29] . Assuming b = 0.5 dB/km at 1550 nm, L opt ≈ 17.372 km. The optimized estimator variance is
For the minimized estimator variance of Design S (Eq. 10), solving ∂ ∆Ω 2 S /∂L = 0 yields the solution
where
and W (y) is the principal value of the Lambert W function. This corresponds to a minimized variance of
The parametric curve in Fig. 3B shows that SV injection boosts the optimal FOG sensitivity while reducing the length of fiber needed for optimal performance. Furthermore, experimentally feasible single-mode squeezing (10-15 dB) achieves nearly the full constant-factor quantum advantage; more squeezing yields diminshing returns. This indicates that a fully realized squeezingenhanced FOG is a near-term attainable technology.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT-ENHANCED FOG
In this section we consider distributed sensing, where multiple identical Sagnac interferometers are simultaneously employed in parallel orientations on a single spool to measure the same physical rotation. We use M to denote the number of fiber-optic interferometers being used.
For distributed FOGs, it may be appropriate to constrain not the total mean photon number N v of the laser light, but the per-mode mean photon number n v = N v /M , or equivalently a per-mode laser power constraint, to account for the peak power permitted by an optical fiber before the onset of adverse nonlinear effects [43] . This constraint introduces an immediate benefit in sensitivity via an increased total laser power budget. We investigate the additional enhancement in sensitivity that is possible when squeezed light is injected into a distributed FOG. While CV entanglement does not provide a significant quantum advantage when the total fiber length is unconstrained, we find that it can yield an appreciable improvement under a total fiber length constraint. Fig. 4 shows three distributed FOG configurations. In all three cases, the M interferometers are fed by modeŝ a in,j , j ∈ [1, M ] in coherent states |ψ a,j = |α/ √ M . These coherent states could be sourced from a single laser driving the coherent state |ψ a = |α in modeâ in,1 with mean photon number N v ≡ ψ a |â † in,1â in,1 |ψ a = α 2 , where this laser light is equally split M ways using a balanced beamsplitter array (B in Fig. 4A-C ). An identical beamsplitter array recombines the M symmetric output modesb out,j , and a single homodyne measurement is performed on modeb out,1 [27] . The statistics of a quantumnoise-limited, lossless, imaginary-quadrature homodyne measurement output variableb out,1 are calculated in Appendix B for each of the three configurations.
A. Distributed FOG Modalities
A distributed classical FOG (Design D) is depicted in Fig. 4A . Theb in,j mode on each interferometer is in a vacuum state |ψ b = |0 , and the joint quantum state is |ψ a |ψ b ⊗M , with ⊗M denoting a tensor product. Since coherent states and vacuum states remain pure through passive linear optical transformations such as the beamsplitter arrays B, the light effectively undergoes the same evolution as that of Design C, with homodyne output statistics given by Eq. 4. If η is the optical transmissivity of each identical interferometer, the variance of the unbiased estimatorΩ D = 2b out,1 /(T √ ηα) is given by
an M -fold improvement over a single interferometer (Eq. 5) when the laser power per fiber n v is constrained.
In the simplest squeezing-enhanced, distributed FOG (Design P), identical SV states |ψ b = |0; µ, −ν are introduced independently into each of the M interferometers (Fig. 4B) . The optical input to this system is again in the product state |ψ a |ψ b ⊗M , where the mean photon number of the SV injected into each interferometer is n s = N s /M and the total mean photon number from squeezed light is N s ≡ The mean of the homodyne output variableb 2 out,1 is the same as that of Design S (Eq. 7), and the variance is
(17) Using the unbiased estimatorΩ P = 2b out,1 /(T √ ηα),
Finally, we propose a CV entanglement-enhanced FOG (Design E) that injects multi-mode CV entangled light into the M interferometers (Fig. 4C) . The multi-partite entangled state can be generated by mixing single-mode SV of mean photon number N s ≡ ψ b |b † in,1b in,1 |ψ b = ν 2 with M − 1 vacuum modes on another balanced beamsplitter array B [20] , the output of which is distributed to the M interferometers. The resultingb in,j modes exhibit mutual quantum entanglement and cannot be written as a tensor product of quantum states. In Appendix B we show thatâ in,j andb in,j evolve intoâ out,j and b out,j via the exact same mathematical relationships as for Design S, so the mean and variance of the homodyne measurement outputb out,1 are given by expressions equivalent to Eqs. 2 and 3. The unbiased estimator ∆Ω 2 E = 2b out,1 /(T √ ηα) has a variance of
B. Quantum-Enhanced Distributed FOG Sensitivity with Unconstrained Total Fiber Length
For Design D with η = 10 −bL/10 , minimizing the estimator variance (Eq. 16) over the total fiber length by solving ∂ ∆Ω 2 D /∂L = 0 gives the optimal total length
which equals the optimal total length for Design C (Eq. 11) scaled by M . The minimized variance is then
a factor of M reduced from ∆Ω 2 C | L=Lopt (Eq. 12), since n v is equal to N v with a single interferometer.
Optimizing the total fiber length for Design E reveals a similar relationship with respect to Design S. Solving ∂ ∆Ω 2 E /∂L = 0 using Eq. 19 gives
the optimal fiber length for Design S (Eq. 13) scaled by M. This is evidence that Design E is the true distributed sensing analog for Design S. Likewise,
equivalent to (1/M ) ∆Ω 2 S | L=Lopt (Eq. 15). For Design P, the equation ∂ ∆Ω 2 P /∂L = 0 can be solved using Eq. 18 to find
Note that Λ 1 (x) = Λ(x), since Designs S, P and E are identical for M = 1. The optimized estimator variance is
which has no simple relationship with ∆Ω 2 S | L=Lopt . Figure 5 compares the sensitivity of these three distributed FOG modalities when the total available fiber length L is optimized for each case. Scaling the input laser power with M yields an immediate advantage independent of squeezing, as seen for Design D (black bars). Given a fixed total energy from squeezed light N s , Design E (cyan bars) increasingly outperforms Design P (red bars) as M increases. Alternatively, if the per-mode energy n s of each injected SV state is constrained due to a practical limitation on single-mode squeezing technology, Design P (magenta bars) matches the sensitivity of Design E (for which N s = n s ) for all values of M . However, to match this performance Design P requires M physical single-mode squeezers, each with the same pump energy as that of the one squeezer used for Design E (Fig. 4) . This result showcases the value of entanglement-enhanced sensing in terms of resource efficiency: using CV quantum entanglement, a single SV source enables the same quantitative performance as that achieved by several of the same SV sources placed in parallel. Still, the additional improvements arising from injected SV for Designs P and E over Design D are only marginal regardless of M .
C. Quantum-Enhanced Distributed FOG Sensitivity with Constrained Total Fiber Length
Gyroscopes are often employed in navigation or inertial tracking contexts with strict requirements on the total allowable payload and/or a maximum size restriction for the device. For a FOG with a fixed radius, these weight and size constraints will dictate a maximum total fiber length L allowed for the gyroscope, assuming that fiber couplers, beamsplitters, and integrated optical sources and detectors account for a relatively small footprint. For a distributed FOG with M identical interferometers, the fiber length allocated to each will be L/M . For each of the three distributed FOG modalities depicted in Fig. 4 , the design parameter M can be tuned to optimally balance the input coherent state amplitude α = √ M n v , the fiber transmissivity η = 10 −b(L/M )/10 , and the number of area-contributing fiber loops for each interferometer m = L/(2πrM ).
Using Eq. 16 for Design D and solving ∂ ∆Ω 2 D /∂M = 0, the optimal number of distributed interferometers de- pends on the fiber length constraint L and is given by
Consequently, the optimized estimator variance is
For Design E, the equation ∂ ∆Ω 2 E /∂M = 0 can be solved using Eq. 19 to find M opt = bL ln(10) 10(1 + Λ(N s )) ,
and
A similar optimization for Design P does not lend to analytical solutions and can be performed numerically. The optimal multiplexing configuration for each design can be obtained by rounding M opt either down or up to the nearest positive integer, whichever yields the lower estimator variance. The effect of this tradeoff on rotation sensitivity is visualized in Fig. 6A for three fixed total fiber lengths and 10 dB of squeezing. As the available fiber length is increased, the sensitivity achieved by all three distributed FOG designs improves, as expected. We find that adding one or two sensors will only improve Design D over Design C in the case of very long fiber lengths, whereas Designs P and E obtain a more robust benefit in sensitivity from multiplexing several interferometers. Design E reaches the best rotation sensitivity for a given mean photon number from squeezed light N s , with an optimal number of interferometers M opt that increases both with the total fiber length and with the squeezing but remains a reasonable M opt ≈ 5 for 10 dB of squeezing. As in Fig. 5 , the sensitivity of Design P is worse than that of the entanglement-enhanced FOG unless the per-mode squeezed photon number n s is constrained, in which case it matches that of Design E at the cost of M single-mode squeezers and additional pump energy.
V. COMPARISON OF QUANTUM-ENHANCED AND CLASSICAL FOG SENSITIVITY
While none of the FOG modalities described here exhibit a Heisenberg scaling advantage in the presence of fiber loss, quantum-enhancement can still enable notable constant factor improvements in sensor performance. In this section, we report the rotation sensitivity ratios R S = ∆Ω 2 S / ∆Ω 2 C , R P = ∆Ω 2 P / ∆Ω 2 D and R E = ∆Ω 2 E / ∆Ω 2 D of Designs S, P and E against the corresponding classical FOGs in order to highlight the advantages of CV entanglement for FOG sensitivity. We stress that the baseline comparison for Designs P and E is Design D, so the M -fold reduction in estimator variance gained from increased laser power is canceled out in R P and R E . As a result, these sensitivity ratios isolate the benefits arising from quantum-enhancement.
A. Sensitivity Ratios with Fixed Fiber Length
As an example, Fig. 7 shows the three sensitivity ratios R S , R P , and R E for the realistic scenario with a B. total fiber length requirement of L = 15 km. While squeezing with a single interferometer (Design S) provides some improvement over a classical FOG (Design C), adding multiple distributed sensors augments the benefits of quantum-enhancement. In particular, the greatest performance gap between our Design E and the Design P occurs with 5 or more multiplexed interferometers and single-mode squeezing of 5-15 dB, which are reasonable design parameters for a next-generation quantum sensing system. Additionally, while the high-squeezing behavior lim Ns→∞ {R S } = lim Ns→∞ {R P } = lim Ns→∞ {R E } = 1−η is recovered, Design E converges to this performance with a much lower energy requirement for squeezed light compared with Design P.
B. Sensitivity Ratios for Optimized CV Entanglement-Enhanced FOGs
Finally, we focus on our CV entanglement-enhanced FOG design and analytically calculate the constantfactor sensitivity ratio for optimized sensor configurations under two scenarios: when the total fiber length is not constrained and when it is constrained to a fixed length. In the unconstrained case, R E | L=Lopt = ∆Ω 2 E | L=Lopt / ∆Ω 2 D | L=Lopt gives the ratio between the sensitivities of Design E (Eq. 23) and Design D (Eq. 21), where each estimator variance is calculated with optimized fiber length. Interestingly, this sensitivity ratio is found to be
which depends on neither N v , b, nor M but is determined solely by the energy in the input SV state. In particular, since R E | L=Lopt is the same for all values of M including M = 1, it is equivalent to the sensitivity ratio R S | L=Lopt for a single-mode squeezing-enhanced FOG. In the highsqueezing limit, the sensitivity ratio converges to a lower bound of lim Ns→∞ {R E | L=Lopt } = 2e W (−2/e 2 ) 2 + W (−2/e 2 ) = 0.836, (32) which sets the best possible constant-factor improvement in sensitivity with unconstrained total fiber length. When the total fiber length L is constrained to a fixed value, R E | M =Mopt = ∆Ω 2 E | M =Mopt / ∆Ω 2 D | M =Mopt gives the ratio between the sensitivities of Designs E (Eq. 30) and D (Eq. 28). The sensitivity ratio
depends only on N s , not on N v , b, nor L. Since these optimized sensitivities require M opt ≥ 1, this advantage is not achieved by Design S in general and requires the use of CV entanglement. Remarkably, the high-squeezing limit gives the simple lower bound
the best constant-factor sensitivity improvement of our entanglement-enhanced FOG design over the corresponding classical system with a total fiber length constraint. Fig. 8 shows the sensitivity ratios under these two optimizations as a function of squeezing, and Table I S achieve equal sensitivity ratios, the lower bound on the sensitivity ratio is nearly saturated with a currently realizable 10-15 dB of squeezing. However, even the best constant-factor improvement of 1.196 is negligible, indicating that the system demonstrated in Ref. [35] has limited practical potential for improving rotation sensitivity.
On the other hand, under the realistic constraint of fixed fiber length with an optimized number of interferometers, an appreciable improvement is possible, as the constant-factor improvement for our Design E over Design D in this case is upper bounded by e = 2.718. CV entanglement is required to access this gain in performance, which holds regardless of the total fiber length requirement or the characteristic fiber loss. The maximum improvement is achieved at infinite squeezing, but most of this gain is attainable using 10-15 dB of squeezing (Table I) . As a result, our CV entanglement-enhanced FOG design could provide a meaningful quantitative benefit with currently feasible squeezing technology.
VI. DISCUSSION
While none of the sensor designs evaluated here achieve Heisenberg-limited scaling in sensing performance, we have shown that FOG rotation sensitivity can be boosted by useful constant factors using CV squeezed light and quantum entanglement. Our analysis considers singlemode squeezing, optical gyroscope, and homodyne detection technologies that are possible with current technology. In fact, we have shown that additional improvements in single-mode squeezing capabilities would yield diminishing returns in rotation sensitivity. We conclude that an entanglement-enhanced FOG is a promising nearterm technology that could both demonstrate the benefits of quantum sensing and potentially provide useful improvements to high-sensitivity inertial tracking systems under practical, real-world constraints such as size or payload limits.
A key advantage of our CV entanglement-enhanced FOG design is the need for only one single-mode squeezer. While a squeezing device could add to the total weight of a FOG setup, the ability to generate squeezed vacuum on chip would reduce the footprint compared with the optical fiber, although potentially at the cost of increased fiber coupling loss. An additional possibility could be generation of squeezed light inside of a cavity or optical fiber to entirely eliminate coupling. Finally, nonreciprocal phase accumulation due to scattering [30] , polarization non-reciprocity, and nonlinear Kerr effects [29] can be a significant source of error for FOG technologies and should be taken into account in future work.
The role of distributed sensing could be impactful for future technologies including FOGs. Indeed, entanglement could improve the performance of a FOG in inertial sensing contexts such as terrestrial, naval, aircraft and space-based navigation. Additionally, for coordinated movements with distant FOG systems, pre-shared entanglement could be used to register individual gyroscopes to each other. Experimental demonstration of our schemes is within reach of current technology, and we anticipate that our work will open an avenue to strategic and commercial applications. 
